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BOSSA NOVA

WHEN STYLE BECOMES
A STATEMENT.

WELCOME

SINCE ITS
OPENING
IN 1964,
EVERY U.S.
PRESIDENT
FROM
LYNDON
JOHNSON TO
GEORGE W.
BUSH HAVE
STAYED AT
THE RESORT.

Aloha!
The Kahala Hotel & Resort has long been this neighborhood’s
beloved hotel—a hidden gem for first-time visitors to the
area and a familiar friend to those who live here. We have to
admit, our property is truly one-of-a-kind in its prime location,
exceptional cuisine, luxury lodgings and, of course, the kind of
personal service you’ve come to expect from us.

Former Honolulu
Advertiser
columnist Eddie
Sherman referred
to the resort as
The Ka-hollywood
due to the
frequent number
of celebrities
spotted lounging
at the pool and
restaurants. StarBulletin writer
Ben Wood called
The Kahala the
bunkhouse of the
stars. Author Joan
Didion had wrote
in an Esquire

Chris McDonough photo

Letter from Carmine Iommazzo,
General Manager
The Kahala Hotel & Resort

Additionally, we’re proud to offer you a completely new publication for your enjoyment. For The Kahala is more than just a
place to call home during your vacation, but also a lifestyle to
be appreciated. Kahala Life comprises a refined compendium
of places to see, things to do and personalities to become more
acquainted with. Consider it our personal invitation to live the
“Kahala Life.”
In this inaugural issue, we give you a carefully curated selection of dining and retail venues, as well as an insider’s look at
the island’s latest and greatest. From sharing where Honolulu’s
top chefs like to eat, to highlighting the exquisite work of local
artists, this premiere issue covers all the bases in pages you’ll
certainly want to reference and take with you throughout
your vacation.
Mahalo for choosing The Kahala Hotel & Resort as your Hawaiian home away from home. Enjoy your visit with us and we
hope that you make many memorable moments that will stay
with you forever.

magazine piece
in which she
described The
Kahala as the
place where
Johnny Carson’s
Tonight Show
guests go to rest.

A Hui Hou!
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Heart Squeeze
A portrait of Mauna Kea
and Mauna Loa by Betty
Martin. Photography by
Olivier Koning
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Breguet, the innovator.
High frequency and high precision

A concentrated blend of horological innovations, the Classique Chronométrie
7727 with its balance fitted on magnetic pivots and operating at a frequency
of 10 Hz achieves an average rate of -1 to +3 seconds per day. Notably thanks
to complete mastery of silicon properties and magnetism, this new milestone in the field of high-precision mechanical watchmaking embodies the
spirit of innovation of Abraham-Louis Breguet. History is still being written...
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MY KAHALA

“THERE’S NOTHING LIKE DIAMOND
HEAD AT DAWN. IT’S OFTEN THE TIME
I’LL HEAD OUT FOR AN EARLY RUN IN
SOLITUDE—IT’S MY SPIRITUAL START TO
THE DAY.” —Wanda Watumull, producer, Hawaii
European Cinema founding member

iggins
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Hawk
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Lay of the Land
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FINE PURSUITS
BY SHANE NELSON
PHOTO BY OLIVIER KONING
“WHEN I LOOK
AT A SATELLITE
PHOTO, I FEEL AN
INTENSE EXCITEMENT. ... BUT I’VE
ALSO NOTICED IT
IN MANY OTHER
PEOPLE. AND I
THINK IT MIGHT
BE A MEMORY IN
OUR GENES. IT
MIGHT BE SOMETHING WE’VE
SEEN BEFORE
BECAUSE WE
ARE ALL STARDUST, RIGHT?”
-BETTY MARTIN

Now living in East Honolulu, artist Betty Martin
finds inspiration in Hawai‘i’s remarkable landscape

B

etty Martin knew she was home the first time she stood
on Hawaiian lava rock. “That was it,” she told me from
her studio in Portlock. “I walked on the lava, and that was
where I belonged.”
It turns out Martin’s journey toward that understanding
covered a fair amount of the globe. Originally from France,
she was raised in Paris and Copenhagen, but after beginning
her career in Europe, the artist later moved to New York City,
where she lived for two decades.
The scope of Martin’s work has also covered a great deal
of ground, beginning with sculpture at a young age and transitioning toward painting and drawing during her Masters of

Fine arts degree studies at L’Ecole Nationale Superieure des
Beaux Arts in Paris. She also learned opera set design at that
time and worked on a range of theater and opera productions, leading to jobs in the European film industry and later
lucrative gigs painting sets for music videos shot in New York.
“I worked on videos for Janet Jackson, George Michael,
Busta Rhymes, Wu-Tang Clan,” she explains, “Jennifer Lopez,
R. Kelly and Biggie, who was great.”
While in New York, Martin also helped restore one of the
city’s landmarks, recreating from scratch a sizeable sculpture
of two angels that was originally installed atop Manhattan’s
iconic Flatiron building in 1902.
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Martin’s body of work
runs the gamut, from
recreating a sculpture
for the Flatiron building in New York to set
designs to her current
paintings based on
aerial photographs.
Left page: photos courtesy of
Betty Martin
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For the Hawai’i resident,
the islands’ beautiful
and sometimes unusual
topography serves as
her muse for her vibrant
paintings.
Olivier Koning photos.
Inset photos to the left of Martin
courtesy of Betty Martin
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“The story is the originals fell on the sausage cart below
[in the 1970s],” Martin says with a laugh. “But I think they were
breaking apart, so the [superintendent] took them down, and
now they’re in someone’s backyard—and I’m not the only one
who thinks that.”
Martin won a design contest the building’s management
held to replace the missing statue, but creating the 11-by11-foot work, featuring angels weighing 1,600 pounds each,
proved to be a tremendously arduous task. Martin figures the
original was crafted by several men working over at least six
months.
“I didn’t really know what I was getting into,” she remembers, noting that she worked on the project at night in a
meatpacking warehouse regularly frequented by large New
York City rats. “I did it by myself, with three tons of clay, in nine
weeks, so basically it was a miracle.”
Martin’s first visit to Hawai‘i didn’t come until 2010, when
a client, for whom she’d done a great deal of residential mural
work in New York, asked that she travel to O‘ahu to do some
painting on a new home in Honolulu.
During some downtime from that O‘ahu project, she
traveled to the Big Island and encountered her first hardened
Hawai‘i lava flow.
“I’ve always been crazy about volcanoes,” she tells me.
“And I started my work about nature before I met Hawai‘i,
[but] this place inspired me to paint and to become who I
want to be in my paintings.”
One of those paintings, a vibrant, 7-by-5-foot favorite of
Martin’s, is hanging on the wall beside us as we chat. Although
at first glance it looks incredibly abstract, “Mauna Loa Mon
Amore” is a remarkably faithful likeness of a Landsat photo-
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graph taken of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa from space using a
sensitive filter.
“It’s a heat filter that shows the warm ground in purple,” she
says, pointing toward the two distinct violet sections of the painting, “so that’s understandable for Mauna Loa because it’s active,
but what about Mauna Kea?”
About eight years ago, Martin began her “Pristine” project,
a series of paintings that started out as works inspired by aerial
photos of uninhabited natural landscapes but has since become
more focused on earth imagery captured by satellites.
“When I look at a satellite photo, I feel an intense excitement,” she explains. “I’ve noticed that’s very powerful inside me,
but I’ve also noticed it in many other people. And I think it might
be a memory in our genes. It might be something we’ve seen
before because we are all stardust, right?”
One of her latest from the series is “Beloved Hawaii”—a
triptych inspired from a satellite image, a sonar of the Hawaiian
Islands, which is currently on display at 87 Zero. I ask her how she
decides which photos she’ll paint.
“I fall in love, an irresistible love,” she answers with a smile,
adding that she does a great deal of research, often on scientific
websites, to track each image down. “With this one, I researched
and researched, and then I just couldn’t take my eyes off it.”
We discuss those researched photos again on the couch in
her living room before I leave.
“My goal is not to reproduce the photo,” she says. “The photo
is a very good witness of the beauty of nature herself. There’s no
need to paint it. It’s there already. My goal is to express the awe
that all this magnificence triggers in me.”
For more information on the artist, go to
bettymartinworks.com
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FINE PURSUITS

Above: Designer Sig
Zane at his studio hard
at work. Based in Hilo,
the Zanes are known for
their culturally rich, yet
contemporary works.
Far right: Son Kuha’o
pays their new O’ahu
brick-and-mortar a visit.
Olivier Koning photos
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Be there, do that

Food, Arts, Style and other Delightful Diversions
1

Island Visionaries

Sig Zane has been paving the
way for a new generation of
Hawai‘i designers and artists to explore how culture,
knowledge and nature can
be respected and brought to
life in new and modern ways.
Their visionary work across fashion,
art, interior design, and beyond has
ignited new definitions and possibilities of what it means to create
in Hawai‘i. And these days, O‘ahu is
getting much more face time with
the Hilo-based brand. Their Forest
Cloud Collection, sold exclusively
at Neiman Marcus, takes innovative cuts and tailoring and blends
it with Sig’s exquisite illustrations,
reflecting the beauty of the islands
in print and pattern. From their artwork at Louis Vuitton to their new
store Sig on Smith in Chinatown,
the family-run business thrives on
the talents of each member, including how Sig’s art blends perfectly
with his son Kuha‘o’s exceptional
design acumen. The new downtown
Honolulu shop is open on Fridays
and offers aloha shirts, t-shirts and
accessories (many of which are
exclusive to O‘ahu), proving that
Sig Zane continues to push Hawai‘i
design into the future.
sigzanedesigns.com

2

Clamoring
for Cacao

An elixir of the gods, chocolate has long been revered
for its special flavor and
properties. From European
chocolate known for its deep, rich
elegance to locally crafted chocolate that supports cacao farmers
around the world, a crop of exceptional chocolatiers are making
paradise that much sweeter.
Made bean-to-bar in Kailua,
Madre Chocolate (madrechocolate.
com) offers a selection of organic,
fair trade chocolate bars that contribute to the well-being of cacao
farmers and their communicates.
Using lightly processed cacao that
preserves many healthy antioxidants, the company infuses their
bars with fruit and spices that
were traditionally used by the Aztec, Maya and Olmec tribes. Their
Chocolate de Mesa and Rosita de
Cacao Oaxacan Drinking Chocolate just won the gold and bronze
medals at the International Chocolate Awards, and chocolate lovers
across the island can partake in
bi-monthly Pau Hana and First
Friday events downtown where
Madre’s Aztec hot chocolate and
Hawai‘i, Vanuatu, Solomon Islands
and Fiji-grown coconut ginger

kava drinks are served. With cacao
farm and chocolate factory tours
and classes on how to make your
own chocolate bar or pair wine,
whiskey and coffee with chocolate, the company is passionate
about promoting the rich cultural
heritage and diversity of cacao. The
Madre Aztec Chocolate Bar and
Cafe opens in late summer and offers guests a chance to enjoy their
signature warm drinks whenever
the mood strikes.
Inspired by the elegance
of European chocolate and the
beauty of Hawai‘i, Pierre Marcolini
(marcolini-hawaii.com) debuted
its first U.S. store on the third floor
of Ala Moana Center’s Ewa Wing.
The 900-square-foot space features
the brand’s signature chocolate,
including a limited-edition Hawaii
Marine Life Chocolate, inspired
by the ocean as well as a special
Macadamia Nut Chocolate offering. With Shortbread & Sable
that’s been dipped in rich, dark
chocolate, creamy milk chocolate
and decadent white chocolate—all
made in Hawai‘i—there’s something for everyone. Aside from
these indulgent confections, guests
can also enjoy Pierre Marcolini’s
refreshing dark and white couverture chocolate drinks or soft-serve
ice cream. As one of the few chocolatiers in the world who produces
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From top: Madre
Chocolate’s fair-trade
chocolate bars are made
right here in Hawai’i;
European chocolatier
Pierre Marcolini’s only
U.S. location is at Ala
Moana Center.
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their own Bon Bon Chocolate
from cacao beans, the chocolate
boutique gives chocolate lovers a
chance to experience world-class
chocolate like a true connoisseur.

3

4

Coldfyyre’s all-natural
artisan ice cream is a
farmers market favorite.

Bar Fun

Walk into The Tchin-Tchin!
Bar, Honolulu’s chic, yet
unassuming wine bar, you’re
transported into another
place and time. With the brick
walls and unique downtown space
opening up onto a lovely outdoor
terrace, you could easily imagine
yourself lounging in a café in Italy
or enjoying the dimly lit ambience
of a Brooklyn bar. Blending downtown cool with relaxed vibes, the
owners of Lucky Belly and Live-

stock Tavern wanted to create an
oasis in the heart of the city, using
the rarely available second story
downtown space as an alcove for
fine wine sourced from around
the world, wickedly delicious
drinks and delectable small bites
that invite guests to sit back and
enjoy an evening out. Purposefully
keeping numbers small, the bar
offers an escape from the everyday
and carefully curates its full bar of
wine, spirits, cocktails and beer.
From sipping Prosecco in the outdoor garden to tasting artisanal
cheeses, charcuterie and pâté
among other items, Tchin Tchin!
retains its warm and welcoming aloha spirit, offering guests a
chance to take a culinary adventure around the world, without
ever leaving the comfort of their
chair. thetchintchinbar.com

4

Farmers Market
Finds

There are more than just
fruits and veggies at your
local farmers markets. Oftentimes, markets are also the breeding
ground for rising culinary stars. Just
a few cases in point: Onda Pasta,
Coldfyyre ice cream and Bakerdudes
bread and pastries.
As a classically trained chef
from Rome, Andrea Onetti wanted
to share his love for authentic
Italian cuisine, particularly the
fresh, handmade pasta that’s so
easily available throughout Italy
with people in Hawai‘i. Together
with his wife Jessica, they created
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Onda Pasta (ondapasta.com).
Onda means “wave” in Italian
and reflects the blending of both
worlds—their love of Italy and
Hawai‘i and the cuisine that’s crafted from both regions. Pairing the
highest quality flour imported from
Italy with Hawaiian eggs and produce that support local agriculture,
they offer fresh pasta, sauces and
desserts—all made from scratch. In
addition to supplying fresh pasta to
local fine-dining restaurants, Onda
Pasta also offers catering services
and can be found each week at
Honolulu farmers markets on
Wednesdays at Blaisdell Concert
Hall, 4:00-7:00 p.m. and Thursdays
at the Kailua Farmers Market,
5:00-7:30 p.m. With pop-up dinners
and other events throughout the
year, Onda Pasta continues to give
everyone a chance to enjoy la dolce
vita, island style.

FINE PURSUITS

What began in an incubator
kitchen back in 2007, has flourished
to become one of the most coveted
local treats around. Coldfyyre’s (808387-0705) all-natural artisanal ice
cream is made with locally farmed
ingredients and is available at the
KCC, Blaisdell and Kailua Farmers
Markets. With all of their ingredients
sourced locally, Coldfyyre uses cream
from two Big Island dairies—Cloverleaf Dairy and Big Island Dairy.
Pasteurized by Meadow Gold, it’s
then shipped to Coldfyyre on O‘ahu.
Pure, fresh cream blends perfectly
with cane sugar and island flavors
like Liliko‘i ice cream from Kahuku
Farms and even Green Sea ice cream
made from sea asparagus from
Marine AgriFuture. The Mint Choc
Chip Ice Cream from Evonuk Farms
is to-die-for, while the Kona Coffee
Ice Cream made with Keopu Kona
Coffee is a coffee-lover’s come true.
From the heavenly glaze of
their macadamia sticky buns to
their stuffed croissant rolls filled
with savory or sweet ingredients,

the Bakerdudes (bakerdudes.com)
continue to delight customers with
their handcrafted baked goods.
Starting out on the North Shore,
they have been mainstays at farmers
markets across the state, with their
delicious baked goods available at
Kaka‘ako, Pearlridge, Hale‘iwa and
Kailua Farmers Markets.

5

Objects of
Perception

The Hawai‘i in Design
exhibition at the Honolulu
Museum of Art features the
work of 10 island designers
whose creations reflect the
culture of Hawai‘i and the
intersection of local and
global aesthetics. Through the
blending of natural and urban elements, curator Healoha Johnston
saw an important distinction in as
she puts it, in “How functional and
graphic design feed our perception
and understanding of Hawai‘i.”

From Hilo-based Iliahi Anthony,
who was inspired to adapt methods she learned crafting hula
implements to braid, twist and
weave with leather and metal to
create contemporary furniture to
CJ Kahuna, an alaia (traditional
wood surfboard) maker, who uses
ancient materials to create modern
surfboards, the exhibition showcases the range of design that
is alive and thriving within the
islands. With a lineup that includes
lamp designer Mark Chai, fashion
designer Koa Johnson, graphic
designer Joseph Pa‘ahana and
typographer Matthew Tapia, the
exhibition highlights artists actively shaping an evolving Hawai‘i.
The exhibition runs until March 12,
2017. honolulumuseum.org

6

5

5

New Flagship
on the Block

Located in an iconic area
of Waikiki, the new International Market Place
opening on August 25, 2016
will feature approximately
75-world-class retailers such
as Hawai‘i’s first Saks Fifth
Avenue. From unique restaurants on a grand lanai overlooking
Waikiki to Michelin-starred chef
Michael Mina’s Stripsteak and the
Street, and Eating House 1849 by
our very own Roy Yamaguchi, the
new locale is poised to be both a
shopping and culinary hot spot.
Visitors entering the International
Market Place will view a 79-foot
fire tower and walk through a
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space that was thoughtfully designed with unique water features,
local flora as well as a century-old
banyan tree. Live music and hula
performances each night will
beckon shoppers as a ceremonial
torch lighting aims to bring a little
bit of Old Hawai‘i back to life in
new Waikiki. shopinternationalmarketplace.com

7
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Master of the House:
Aaron Padilla

As the recently appointed director of Spalding
House, artist Aaron Padilla
oversees the exhibitions,
programming and operations of Honolulu Museum
of Art’s satellite venue in
Makiki Heights. With its rich
history, Spalding House is dear
to many hearts and Padilla’s mission is to perpetuate that spirit.
A new exhibition, scheduled to
launch in late July will feature the
best of Spalding House’s collection including a catalog of the
museum’s top 120 works of art.
A little-known work of art is the
museum’s garden, which offers
one of the most spectacular and
lush views in all of Honolulu. And
while Padilla continues to create
his own work, having recently
done commissions in both public
and also private spaces, he sees
Spalding House as a true work of
art that he and his team bring to
life each day.
aaronpadilla.net

Art Stroll

During First Friday Honolulu, downtown Honolulu
buzzes with energy as people take a free, self-guided
tour and gallery walk from
5:00 to 9:00 p.m. Galleries and
studios in the area present rotating
art exhibitions, entertainment and
refreshments during an evening
that celebrates the arts and artists
creating here in the islands. Started
in 2003 by The ARTS at Marks Garage and the now-defunct Studio
One, First Friday Honolulu draws
tens of thousands of people to
Downtown-Chinatown each year
and introduces them to this unique
community. A highlight of the evening is an Open House at The Lofts,
5:00-10:00 p.m., where half a dozen
artists open up their studios on the
second floor of the Chinatown Artists Lofts which overlook a tropical
courtyard. The unique experience
and mix of urban art space and
relaxed island atmosphere makes
for a gallery walk like no other.
firstfridayhawaii.com

9

Choose Your Own
Luxury Adventure

Elyatt Yacht Charters specializes in ultra-posh private
charters aboard their British Sunseeker 75’ Predator
yacht—one of the largest
luxury motor yachts in
Hawai‘i. With three staterooms,
three bathrooms and showers,

8

Eric Baranda and The ARTS
at Marks Garage photos
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three dining areas and a large,
padded sundeck, the private
yacht offers the opportunity to
explore O‘ahu, Maui and Kaua‘i in
unparalleled style. From a private
chef preparing refined cuisine to
a masseuse and facial specialist
on staff as well as a photographer
to capture those unforgettable
moments, the company offers personalized experiences during day
or vacation charters where clients
can escape and enjoy their own
piece of heaven far away from the
crowds, or add adventure to their
list by exploring all the islands
have to offer. elyatt.com

Spalding House
director Aaron Padilla
with musician Jack
Johnson and wife
Kim during the recent
Plastic Fantastic?
exhibition.
Photo courtesy
Honolulu Museum of Art
7

10 The Professionals
A rare find, O‘ahu-based
Meraki oﬀers exclusive
well-being services with
experts who are passionate about their craft. From
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surfski paddling with an Olympic
instructor to life-changing barre
classes with a former New York
City ballet dancer—the choice is
yours. Whether you want to spend
time with the whole family at the
beach, complete with a volleyball
session, or indulge in a luxurious
massage and get a menu plan
from a nutritionist, Meraki’s fitness and wellness-driven services
are custom tailored.
merakicollection.com
10

For the Ver y Best,
Look for the
Pineapple Shape ®
OAHU Ala Moana Center | Ward Warehouse | Waikiki Beach Walk
Hilton Hawaiian Village | Royal Hawaiian Avenue | Waikiki Beach Marriott
Hyatt Regency Waikiki | Royal Hawaiian Center | Outrigger Waikiki Beach Resort

MAUI Front Street | Whalers Village | The Shops at Wailea
NEVADA Grand Canal Shoppes at The Venetian | The Palazzo
KOREA Myeong-dong shopping district, Seoul

honolulucookie.com |

| @honolulucookie | 1-866-333-5800

Baked Fresh Daily in Honolulu Using the Finest Ingredients
The pineapple shape of the cookie is a federally registered trademark of the Honolulu Cookie Company. June-November 2016. The Kahala.
©2016 Honolulu Cookie Company. All Rights Reserved.

LOCAVORE
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That’s the Spirit

Made from locally grown sweet potatoes, a North Shore distiller
crafts traditional Japanese shochu

T

he North Shore of O‘ahu may be most famous for its surf
scene and pristine beaches, but tucked away on a side
street in a quiet seaside neighborhood is a surprising find—a
tiny distillery producing some of the best shochu this side of
the Pacific Ocean.
The Hawaiian Shochu Company is the passion project
of Japan-born Ken Hirata, who first became interested in the
idea of making his own shochu after trying poi (mashed taro)
in Hawai‘i and realized the potential for making alcohol out
of the starchy root vegetable here in the islands. He swapped
his career in finance for a three-year apprenticeship with a
master shochu distiller in the Kagoshima prefecture in Japan
before staking out his own claim on O‘ahu, where he feels
there’s room to grow.
“Everybody knows about sake,” says Hirata, of Japan’s
more famous alcoholic export, “but not so many people in
Hawai‘i know about shochu.”
Shochu—typically made from distilling a fermented
starch, such as barley, sweet potato or rice—is wildly popular
in Japan. In the Kagoshima prefecture alone, Hirata says there
are more than 100 distillers making sweet-potato shochu. In
the U.S., it’s a different story entirely: When Hirata started out
in 2013, there was only one other producer in Washington
State, making shochu from barley.
So far, Hirata—who makes each batch with his wife, the
only other employee of the company—has focused on making
shochu out of locally grown sweet potatoes in the traditional
Japanese method. He steams and mashes the sweet potatoes

and then lets them ferment in partially buried ceramic vats
with a koji mold he cultivates on site from rice. When the
fermentation is complete, he runs the mash through a single
distillation to get a clear spirit of around 30 percent alcohol,
which he then ages for six months.
The finished shochu is slighty sweet with earthy and floral
notes. It can be sipped straight, mixed with hot water (as many
Japanese do, says Hirata), or used as a base spirit for cocktails.
Because of the hands-on artisanal nature of his production
methods and the limited size of his equipment, Hirata can only
produce two batches a year, yielding around 6,000 bottles, with
the occasional special edition. Now in his third year, he is currently making his seventh batch after selling out of every run.
He sells primarily directly to visitors who come to the
distillery to buy on-site, but has also cultivated a list of 20
local restaurant clients that read like a who’s who list in
Hawai‘i’s culinary scene. “People have been really nice,” Hirata
says. “Local chefs such as Alan Wong and Roy Yamaguchi—
they have been really supportive.”
Making shochu in Hawai‘i is no easy task—the costs can
run two to three times what it would be in Japan, but Hirata
says there are other advantages. “Sweet potatoes here are different than the ones in Japan,” he says. “Hawai‘i sweet-potato
shochu has a sweetness that Japanese shochu doesn’t have.”
And even beyond that, Hirata has found differences in shochu made from sweet potatoes grown on different Hawaiian
Islands, and even different local farms. He currently sources
sweet potatoes from farms on Moloka‘i, Hawai‘i Island, and
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Hawaiian Shochu Company owner Ken Hirata
and his wife, Yumiko,
personally oversee each
step of the shochumaking process from
sweet potato to bottling
the finished product.
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KEN HIRATA
RECENTLY
RELEASED A
LIMITED EDITION
PINEAPPLE
SHOCHU, WHICH
HE NAMED
“BANZAI”—A
NOD TO THE
LOCAL HIGHPERFORMANCE
SURF SPOT
BANZAI PIPELINE.
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from surrounding farms on the North Shore of O‘ahu. The
latest release featured a blend of sweet potatoes from all
three islands.
Each run now uses around 12,000 pounds of sweet potatoes, and Hirata is proud that his venture can help support
Hawai‘i’s farmers. “We are trying to work together with growers,” he says. “By doing something like this we could produce
[more] Hawai‘i agriculture.”
Going forward, Hirata hopes to try more special editions
using different materials. “The good thing is that you can try
making shochu out of a variety of Hawai‘i-grown produce,”
Hirata says about his commitment to local agriculture.
“Papaya, banana, pineapple, vegetables—there is a possibility that we can work with more growers in the future. We
want to try something new.”
Recently he released a limited edition pineapple shochu,
which he named “Banzai”—a nod to the local high-performance surf spot Banzai Pipeline and because it is bottled at a
higher proof than his regular sweet-potato shochu.
Reflecting back on the success of the first three years,
Hirata says, “I’m really grateful that the people of Hawai‘i
have engaged with it. I would say 50 percent of the people
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who come here to try the shochu are local people in Hawai‘i.
Without local support we couldn’t have done it. We hope that
people will continue to support us and maybe spread the
word to their mainland friends about shochu and specifically
about Hawai‘i shochu.”
Hawaiian Shochu Company’s Namihana Shochu is served at
Hoku’s and The Veranda.

Hawaiian Shochu Company, Pa‘ala‘a Road, Halei‘wa. Tours
and tastings available by appointment, (808) 234-4162

Waikiki
Downtown

ROYAL HAWAIIAN CENTER

· 2233 K AL AK AUA AVENUE, NO. 301 ·

HONOLULU, HI 96815

·

808.922.0777

STANGENWALD BUILDING

· 119 MERCHANT STREET, NO. 100

HONOLULU, HI 96813

·

808.523.7700

·

AN AWARD WINNING COCKTAIL LOUNGE FEATURING
INNOVATIVE, HANDCRAFTED COCKTAILS AND
HAWAII'S MOST EXTENSIVE LIST OF WHISKY

R E S E R VAT I O N S

info@barleatherapron.com

C O N TA C T
745 Fort Street, Suite #127A
Honolulu, HI 96813
(808) 524-0808

HOURS
Mon–Fri 4pm–12am
Sat 5pm–12am

EN ROUTE
BY KAHALA LIFE TEAM

LARRY PETTINELLI
President of Patek Philippe U.S.A.

Tell us about your
first visit to Hawai‘i:

“...IF YOU WERE
TO LOOK AT SOME
OF THE A-LIST
CELEBRITIES
OR SUPER VIPS
AROUND THE
WORLD, YOU’RE
GOING TO FIND
THAT THEY
PROBABLY HAVE
A PATEK...”

Far right: Pettinelli’s
first Patek—the REF.
3960 Officer’s watch—
is also one of his
personal favorites.
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Earlier this year, Pettinelli
made his way to The Gathering Place where he played
host during a private dinner
at The Kahala and showcased some of the rarest and
most exclusive timepieces
within the brand’s impressive arsenal of complications.
Kahala Life sat with the Patek
Philippe U.S.A. president
during his visit for a quick
one-on-one…
How often do you
come to Hawai‘i?
I used to be the West Coast representative, so I used to come to
Hawai‘i every year-and-a-half. I’ve
been coming since 1988.
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My first visit to Hawai‘i
was in 1989. Japanese tourists made up the majority of
the visitors at the time. The retail
environment was very strong—Kalakaua Avenue was much smaller
and quieter, with more local shops.
The people were extremely friendly,
and I just remember that time
always seemed to move a little
slower. From the moment I stepped
oﬀ the plane, I felt like I was home...

Favorite dish you’ve
had here?
I love the lu‘au-style pig roasts.

Is there such a thing as
“the quintessential” Patek
Philippe wearer? If you
could see someone wearing
one, who would it be? We
don’t gift because the people actually wearing the watches pulled out
their own money, their own credit
card to put it on their wrist. So
we appreciate that fact, and if you
were to look at some of the A-list
celebrities or super VIPs around the
world, you’re going to find that they

probably have a Patek. We don’t
publicize it… I know I’m dancing
around the question, but until they
die, we can’t tell you. But, there are
a lot of people we wish didn’t have
Patek (laughs).

Do you have a favorite
watch model?
I could get greedy. The complications… there are some beautiful
things out there that they make—
the 5370, the minute repeaters, of
course. If money were no object,
a minute repeater would by
my ultimate dream. But I’m
really lucky. I have a couple
of watches that I’m thrilled
about—this one (the one
he’s currently wearing).
This is the one I wear all
the time, and it means a
lot to me because it was my
first Patek.
When I started in 1988, we
had a 150th anniversary year in
1989. They came up with a couple
of limited-edition pieces [which
is what I have], and it happens to
be really special to me.

Fendi
Hermès
Harry Winston
Cartier
Loro Piana
Valentino
Omega Boutique
Tourneau
Rolex Boutique
Salvatore Ferragamo
Tory Burch
kate spade new york
Jimmy Choo
Forever 21

ROYAL STYLE

Apple Store

FIELD NOTES

5:30 p.m.
Olive Tree Café
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Earl Sandwich
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12:18 p.m.
Earl Sandwich
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4:16 p.m.
Diamond Head Beach House

9:28 a.m.
Koko Head Cafe

W h e t her
n i g h t
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ow l

3:25 p.m.

l a rk—

Surf And Hula Hawaii

t h e r e’s
a lways
s o m e t h i ng
h a p p e ni ng
a ro u nd
t ow n

5:42 p.m.

Kona Brewing Co.

7:58 a.m.

KCC Farmers Market

2:30 p.m.

Tamuras Fine Wine & Liquors

2:33KAHALA
p.mLIFE
. 1.1
South
KAHALA
Shore
HOTEL
Paperie
& RESORT
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7:08 p.m.

WELCOME

12th Ave Grill

BY NADINE KAM
PHOTOS BY NAME NAME

1:22 p.m.

Rainforest at Kilohana Sqaure

12:53 p.m.
Via Gelato

8:24 p.m.
12th Ave Grill

1:00 p.m.

Rainforest at Kilohana Sqaure

2:57 p.m.

Surf And Hula Hawaii

10:01 a.m.

KCC Farmers Market
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LEGENDARY STYLE

Indulge yourself with an authentic one-of-a-kind
Panama Hat. Experience the finest quality
Sombreros de Montecristi, handwoven by
master artisans in Ecuador and highly-prized
by Newt’s discriminating international clientele.

at the Royal
Stop by our little shop in the Coconut Grove at The Royal Hawaiian Hotel
(808) 922-0062 • 1-800-630-HATS (4287) • newtattheroyal.com

more Exploration

more Adventure
more Paradise

Discover it here

See wildlife or sail again free, on
dolphin, turtle or whale cruises

TURTLES • DOLPHINS • WHALES •
SAIL • SNORKEL • SCUBA DIVE
SUNSET COCKTAILS • BUFFET & BAR • FIREWORKS

808-234-7245

www.hawaiinautical.com

FIELD NOTES
BY JAIMIE KIM

Chefs can be such mysterious creatures, revealing themselves sparingly
and, more often than not, only through
their food. It should come as no surprise, though, that chefs are just like
us—as in, not always are they in the
mood to cook something. So Kahala
Life caught up with some of O‘ahu’s top
chefs to find out where they frequent
and what they really eat.

BRIAN CHAN

BY JAIMIE KIM

Dennis Oda photo

Brian Chan
Restaurant: Scratch Kitchen & Bake Shop
scratch-hawaii.com

Claim to fame: In a landscape largely dominated by
Hawai‘i Regional Cuisine, Chan chose to go a different
route, opting instead for a menu that highlights Latin and
Southern flavors.
When Chan doesn’t feel like cooking, find him at: Los
Chaparros Mexican Restaurant (loschaparros.com).
What he orders: The LC Fiesta Burrito, which features
steak, shrimp and fried potatoes.
KITCHEN CONFIDENTIAL

>>>

Basa Fish cooked in turmeric and dill on vermicelli from The
Pig and the Lady at Paina on the Pier, an event for the Hawai‘i
Food & Wine Festival at the Fish Auction in Honolulu
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ED KENNEY
Restaurants: Town
townkaimuki.com

Kaimuki Superette
kaimukisuperette.com

Mud Hen Water
mudhenwater.com

Mahina & Sun’s
412 Lewers St.

ED KENNEY

MICHELLE
KARR-UEOKA

Claim to fame: Known for his farm-to-table method,
Kenney was named a semifinalist for the 2016 James Beard
Foundation Awards for Best Chef in the Western region
earlier this year—a recognition he also received in 2014
and 2015.
When Kenney doesn’t feel like cooking, find him at:
Olive Tree Café (808-737-0303)
What he orders: “I crave their super-fresh souvlaki with a
salad of local greens, perfect tomatoes and amazing green
vinaigrette,” he says. “I always order the mussels appetizer
with a delicious sauce of herbs, feta and lemon.”

Restaurant: MW Restaurant
mwrestaurant.com
Cindy Ellen Russell photo

Top right: Daikon with
peanut butter from Ed
Kenney’s Mud Hen
Water located at 3452
Wai‘alae Ave.
Above: MW doughnuts
Cindy Ellen Russell photos
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Claim to fame: These days, Karr-Ueoka is best known
for her delicate pastry creations, which she serves at MW
Restaurant alongside husband Wade, who handles the
menu’s savory items. It’s been met with acclaim, too, since
Karr-Ueoka recently was named a semifinalist this year for
Outstanding Pastry Chef from the James Beard Foundation.
When Karr-Ueoka doesn’t feel like cooking, find her at:
A few places. Among them: Helena’s Hawaiian Food (helenashawaiianfood.com), Izakaya Gaku (808-589-1329)
Sushi ii (808-942-5350) and La Cucina (lacucinaristoranteitaliano.com).
What she orders: If it’s at Helena’s, Karr-Ueoka enjoys the
short ribs, butterfish collar and beef and watercress soup.
At Izakaya Gaku, it’s the sushi, uni shooter, chicken karaage
and Hamachi collar. At Sushi ii, it’s the omakase, and at La
Cucina, expect to see her dining on the Pasta Norcini, Squid
Ink Pasta or Veal Piccata.
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MICHELLE KARR-UEOKA

FIELD NOTES

Andrew Le
thepigandthelady.com

ANDREW LE

Cindy Ellen Russell photo

JON MATSUBARA

pop-up is now a permanent location in
Chinatown, where Le shows off an eclectic
menu of Vietnamese-inspired dishes largely
influenced by those of his mother’s. Le also
recently appeared in an episode of Anthony
Bourdain’s Parts Uknown.
When Le doesn’t feel like cooking, find
him at: Well, it depends on the time of day.
For lunch, it’s Ethel’s Grill (808-847-6467).
If he’s in need of a snack, Le might stop in at
Tamashiro Market (tamashiromarket.com).
For dinner, he frequents the Kaimuki area
“because it’s usually kid- and dog-friendly.”
What he orders: “I get the ‘ahi tataki or the
Japanese hamburger steak,” he says of Ethel’s.
At Tamashiro Market, he’s prone to pick up
smoked salmon rice.

Jon Matsubara

Jonathan Mizukami
Restaurant: Chef de cuisine at
Chef Mavro
chefmavro.com

Claim to fame: The Maui-native may best
be known for, well, a lot of things. He worked at
Thomas Keller’s The French Laundry in California and at Per Se in New York. Most recently, he
was executive chef of Vintage Cave.
When Mizukami doesn’t feel like cooking,
find him at: Liliha Bakery
(lilihabakeryhawaii.com)
What he orders: Pancakes and waffles. “I like
to go with someone so I can have both,” he says,
adding that part of Liliha Bakery’s appeal is
that it you really can go at any time of the day—
for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Below: Grondin’s Charcuterie: pictured from
the bottom up, gateau de
foie, pâté de campagne,
house cured fresh ham,
parsley, pickled red
onion, mustard, duck rillette and pickled haricot
vert served with crostini.
Cindy Ellen Russell photo

Name: Andrew Pressler

JONATHAN MIZUKAMI

Restaurant: 40 Carrots at
Bloomingdales 808-800-3638

Restaurant: Grondin:
French-Latin Kitchen

Claim to fame: This award-winning
chef got his start in the biz as a dishwasher
at Alan Wong’s and Roy’s restaurant. Since
then, though, Matsubara has appeared
on the Food Network and Travel Channel,
among others. Just last year, he cooked at the
James Beard House in New York.
When Matsubara doesn’t feel like cooking, find him at: Izakaya Torae Torae (toraetorae.com), where he sits at the counter.
What he orders: “Chef Hideo Yoshimoto
makes killer food that is fresh and creative,”
says Matsubara. Among his favorites are the
onsen egg, Chirashi Don, sushi platter and
Salmon Chazuke.

Claim to fame: Pressler goes way
back with Grondin owners Jenny Grondin
and David Segarra. He was the duo’s chef
de cuisine back when they opened their
first Fatty ‘Cue location—a New Yorkbased restaurant.
When Pressler doesn’t feel like
cooking, find him at: Jing Du Noodle
(808-537-9757).
What he orders: Pretty much anything.
It’s a newer restaurant to the Chinatown
area in downtown Honolulu that Pressler
describes as having “no frills but … really,
really great food.”

grondinhi.com
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Dennis Oda photo

ANDREW PRESSLER

Anthony Consillio photo

Claim to fame: What began as a

Left: Jonathan Mizukami’s chicken, seasoned
with truffles and herbs.

Dennis Oda photo

Restaurant: The Pig
and the Lady
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WELL + GOOD
BY NINA WU
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID MURPHEY

The Rise of Kombucha

More than a fitness fanatic’s go-to drink, the fermented tea is
fast becoming popular beyond health circles

T

here was a time when kombucha was relegated to the
die-hard health food enthusiasts and sold primarily in
health food stores. But now kombucha has gone mainstream,
including in Hawai‘i.
It’s available, either bottled or on tap, at stores and cafés
like Down to Earth, Whole Foods Market, Island Vintage
Coffee in Waikiki, Morning Brew in Kailua and Blue Tree Cafe
on Kapi‘olani Boulevard. Hawaiian Fresh Farms on the North

Shore sells locally brewed kombucha, infused with a variety
of fruits and spices, as well as a kombucha starter kit. You can
find them at farmer’s markets and local events.
Best described as a fermented, effervescent black or
green tea drink, kombucha is touted as having many health
benefits which range from aiding in digestion to stimulating
the immune system, boosting energy, even preventing hair
loss. It is sometimes called a “mushroom tea,” but is not made
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Local establishments
such as Blue Tree Cafe
brew their own kombucha. When making
it, containers need to
be covered and placed
away from direct sunlight as it ferments. Using a towel (as opposed
to a lid) allows air to
circulate while keeping
contaminants out.
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BEST DESCRIBED
AS A FERMENTED,
EFFERVESCENT
BLACK OR GREEN
TEA DRINK,
KOMBUCHA
IS TOUTED AS
HAVING MANY
HEALTH BENEFITS
WHICH RANGE
FROM AIDING IN
DIGESTION TO
STIMULATING THE
IMMUNE SYSTEM,
BOOSTING ENERGY,
EVEN PREVENTING
HAIR LOSS.

Enjoy kombucha plain or
infused with fruits and
other ingredients.
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from mushrooms. Rather, it is made from a mix of bacteria and
yeast added to sugar and tea, which then ferments, producing a
sort of vinegary, tart and fizzy brew.
While medical doctors warn that there is no proof of these
benefits from drinking the brew and to exercise caution, particularly with home brews, consumer demand has grown enough to
support a market for commercially produced, bottled kombucha
drinks such as Kombucha Wonder Drink and GT’s Synergy Kombucha.
Josh Roach, general manager of Blue Tree Cafe, which offers
its own homemade brew of kombucha, says it’s popular with
some customers as a complement to juice cleanses.
“It’s kind of like a non-dairy probiotic,” Roach asserts. “A lot
of people eat yogurt for the same reasons. You want to put those
probiotics and enzymes in your stomach.”
It may be an alternative to yogurt for vegans who choose
not to eat dairy products. But it is also popular among those who
simply like it and want its touted health benefits. Blue Tree Cafe’s
house-made kombucha mix is made from owner Kevin Aoki’s
own mother’s recipe. Roach describes it as having a “very applecider-vinegar flavor.”
“It definitely is an acquired taste, as is,” he adds. “With infusions, it helps it to be a lot more approachable and sweeter.”
Blue Tree Cafe offers kombucha with infusions of liliko‘i,
citrus, ginger, turmeric and mixed-berry flavors. Another drink,
called The Hydrator, is a blend of kombucha with coconut water.
There’s also the Strawberry Kombucha Daiquiri, a mix of kombucha with coconut, strawberry and agave syrup.
Roach does not think it’s just a passing fad, but a drink with
staying power that is popular with certain customers.
At Leahi Health, which has locations in downtown Honolulu, Kailua and soon, Aina Haina, kombucha smoothies are some
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of the most popular sellers. The “King Green” is a mix of kombucha with local greens, pineapple lemon, ginger and banana. The
“Tibetan Monk” is a mix of kombucha with papaya, banana, hint
and goji berries.
Dave Yarber was a student at the University of Hawai‘i William S. Richardson School of Law when he first tried, and fell in
love, with kombucha, which was available across the street from
where he lived at the time, at Kokua Market.
“I drank it and loved it,” he says. “It made me feel amazing.”
He became a regular consumer, and eventually began brewing
kombucha at home, trying different flavors and variations.
Yarber and his wife, Shannon, both graduated from law
school, but are the founders of SKY Kombucha, which offers
locally brewed kombucha on tap at approximately 20 locations in
Hawai‘i, including Down to Earth and Whole Foods Market.
The kombucha is brewed in Waimanalo, and made with
organic, fair-trade tea, organic sugar and filtered water and as
many locally sourced fruits, as possible, according to Yarber.
“Our mint, ginger, turmeric and mangoes are all local,” he
says. “We try to get local lavender from Kula and the same with
Maui strawberries.”
Flavors available at Whole Foods Market, for instance, range
from liliko‘i to yellow ginger, mint, mango, lavender, hibiscus,
strawberry, pineapple and Trifecta—a blend of ginger, raspberry
and lime.
Yarber says liliko‘i and ginger are the two most popular flavors.
Customers either tend to like the sweeter, fruit flavors or the more
herbal flavors, like ginger and turmeric. One of SKY Kombucha’s
newest flavors is red turmeric, which is grown on Kaua‘i.
What’s next? Kombucha cocktails, he says, which are catching on in California and New York. Will Hawai‘i’ be concocting
kombucha-based libations as well? Only time will tell.

NEW AT ‘IOLANI
PALACE ARE
TWO KAHILI,
THAT WERE
INSTALLED
UNDER COVER
OF DARKNESS,
FOLLOWING
HAWAIIAN
ROYAL
PROTOCOL.
THESE
STANDARDS
ARE NOW ON
PERMANENT
DISPLAY IN THE
PALACE’S THRONE
ROOM.

Opposite page: Featherwork artist Rick San
Nicolas’ cloak and
helmet are currently on
display on-property at
The Kahala.
Pa‘u rider
Gayle Fujita Ramsey
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Cloak & Feather
On O‘ahu, everyone’s attention
has gone to the birds, so to speak.
Hawaiian culture has long been
noted for its rich featherwork traditions. You’ll see examples of featherwork

pieces in museums, in the form of kahili
(standards) and lei, or in illustrations of capes
or helmets. They range in hue from earthy
browns or snowy white to vibrant reds and
yellow.
In ancient times, feathers were painstakingly gathered from forest birds by practitioners who trained for years to learn, not just
how to properly capture the avian creatures
and pluck their feathers so as to not hurt them
or deplete the resource, but how to also create magnificent works using these feathers.
Today, due to a loss of habitat and predators,
many of these birds no longer exist (many
feather lei you see for sale now are feathers of
common birds, such as geese, that are dyed),
and people who know the ways of featherwork a few and far between.

However, just this year, flurries
of featherwork and bird-related exhibits have taken roost in Honolulu:
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CULTURE CLUB
BY LIANNE BIDAL THOMPSON
At Bishop Museum, the Lele O
Manu: Hawaiian Forest Birds
exhibit is on view through July 31.
See the birds that were the resource for these magnificent featherworks. Also on view are the recently
returned mahiole (feathered helmet) and ‘ahu ‘ula
(feathered cloak) of Kalaniopu‘u. It’s been more
than 200 years since these pieces have been on
Hawaiian soil—they were gifted to Captain James
Cook by Kalaniopu‘u, who was the chief of Hawai‘i
Island, in 1779.

craftsmen who are perpetuating this Hawaiian art.
In this case, master kahili maker and cultural expert, Shad Kane, worked with a team of volunteers
to craft the 16-foot kahili using 22,000 feathers from
the Layson albatross. The kahili resemble those
used at King Kalakaua’s coronation.
“We wanted the reproduction kahili to be as
historically accurate as possible,” Kane says. “To
symbolize the mana or power of the ali‘i (royalty),
feathers from high-flying seabirds, like the moli
(Layson albatross) were used for royal kahili.”

New at ‘Iolani Palace are two kahili, that were installed under cover
of darkness, following Hawaiian
royal protocol. These standards, now on

The work of another renowned
featherwork artist, Rick San Nicolas, can be found right here in the
lobby at The Kahala Hotel. Commis-

permanent display in the Throne Room, are an
example of the works created by today’s master

sioned by Hawaiian Legacy Reforestation Initiative and
The Kahala Hotel & Resort, the cloak and helmet of

CULTURE
CLUB

High Chief Ke‘eaumoku Papa‘iahiahi
were inspired by the painting Aha‘ula
O Kamehameha Kunuiakea by Brook
Kapuniahi Parker.
“No known featherwork pieces
or depictions exist of Ke‘euamoku
Papa‘iahiahi’s full cloak, so I spent months researching the design around the back that correlates with
the front sections shown in Brook Kapukuniahi
Parker’s painting,” San Nicolas explains. “I sought
advisement from experts … [at Bishop Museum]
when starting the collection. It was such an honor
to work on this project, and it represents a critical
continuation of Hawaiian featherwork. Few modern
pieces of this type are available to the public, and
it is estimated in historic accounts that there are
less than 30 ancient Hawaiian featherwork cloaks in
existence worldwide.”

THE LONG RIDE

A pa‘u unit is more than just people in a parade—it’s a role that requires detailed planning and execution
Like many things here, parades in Hawai‘i have their
own Aloha State twist to them. The floats are almost always
adorned with a profusion of blooms, it’s normal to have a hula
contingent marching with the bands and equestrian units
have their own special name: pa‘u units.
These units are so called for the long skirts the
female horse riders wear. It’s actually these female
riders who are the leaders of these specialized
groups. Typically, these assemblies will represent
diﬀerent islands, with a woman rider representing
a princess from that island. Riding along with her are
male pages and female attendants. Local equestrians will
work their way up to the role of princess and escort or queen
and king. Regal and full of colors and flowers, these units are a
very popular part of any Hawai‘i parade.
Gayle Fujita Ramsey, an experienced pa‘u rider and fulltime realtor who will be riding as the Queen in the 2016 King
Kamehameha Celebration Floral Parade, explains that before
that “ride down the street” a lot of work and preparation goes
into making the parade experience a beautiful and memorable
one for the spectators and the riders alike.

First of all, it’s a great honor to be asked to ride. “I never
thought I’d ride as Queen,” she says. “When I was asked to ride,
I was so very humbled and honored. The women riding as
princess are my fellow pa‘u sisters and I can only
hope that I can do them proud.” Ramsey herself
was first interested in riding seven years ago.
She applied, thinking she’d work her way up
from the very bottom. However, given her
dedication and riding ability, she started
as a princess. “That first year was a doozy, I
knew nothing,” she explains. “The Princess is the
leader of the unit and everyone is looking at you for
guidance and ideas.” Fortunately, she had the help of one of her
pages, Ava. “He taught me how to bundle, assemble the horse
lei—he did our hair and flowers, he was just amazing.”
Details are very important in the pa‘u unit, and it’s up to
the Princess, or in Ramsey’s case this year, the Queen, to manage the particulars. One can think of the pa‘u unit as a team,
with one goal—making that “ride down the street” a spectacular one. Research needs to be done to select the appropriate
flowers, lei styles and colors for the riders and horses. Budgets

for everything from flowers to caring for the horses and feeding
the team during lei-making sessions need to be planned out.
For some, fundraising is involved.
In the weeks leading up to the parade, practice is held to
get riders working together with their horses. And, during that
last week, Ramsey points out that it’s essential to get at least
three rides in with your horse. Flowers are gathered and lei for
the riders and horses are fashioned.
Then, there’s the pa‘u itself. “This parade has its rules that
try to keep us more traditional than other parades,” she says.
“The women are wrapped in 12 yards of material held with
just six kukui nuts—the pa‘u. The women also wear the kepola,
which is the top.” Traditional hairstyles such as the Gibson or
half-Gibson are worn. Many women riders will head to the
salon at 10 p.m. the evening before the parade to have their hair
done. The men will often wake up between 3 and 4 in the morning to be with the horses and lei at the staging area. Soon, after
months of preparation, it’s time for that “ride down the street.”
“Pa‘u is a family event,” shares Ramsey. “And people who
didn’t know each other before riding in the unit often have
lifetime friends thereafter.”
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Artisan Aaron Lau’s writing instruments are
simply exquisite

PAGE TURNERS

Survive a shark attack, learn the language of rain and cook like top chef—
three local books to add to your library
Hawaiian Survival Handbook,
$16.95, Watermark Publishing
By Brother Noland
A must for any outdoors person, this book,
written by Hawaiian tracker and musician Brother Noland, offers up 40 survival
techniques and outdoor skills such as How
to Avoid a Shark Attack, How to Survive a
Rip Tide or Under Tow, How to Use a Throw
Net, How to Wayfind in the Hawaiian Forest
and How to Make Use of Native Plants. While
Brother Noland is best known as a Hawaiian
musician and entertainer, he is also a serious
outdoorsman. He founded the Hawaiian
Inside Tracking (HIT) program in 1996,
which shares his knowledge with those who
want to learn traditional Hawaiian tracking
and outdoor skills. Brother Noland notes
that Hawaiians “have always been hunters,
trackers and fishermen.” This book serves as
an introduction to those skills.

Hanau ka ua/Hawaiian Rain Names
Names,
$30, Kamehameha Publishing
By Collette Leimomi Akana with
Kiele Gonzalez
In Hawaiian culture, the people are innately
connected to their surroundings. Everything
had a name, purpose and even personality.
This holds true for the natural occurrences
that the people would encounter each day,

such as the rain or wind. Among other
aspects of Hawaiian life, different rains and
wind were given names, based on the knowledge the kupuna (elders) gleaned from the
observations. For instance, the rain that falls
in Nu‘uanu doesn’t hold the same characteristics (temperature, force, smell) as the rain
that falls in Waikiki. Collected in this tome is
the fullest record of Hawaiian rain names and
the lore behind them, based on the oral traditions, literature and other sources.

Taste Our Love For The Land,
$30, Watermark Publishing
By Denise Hayashi Yamaguchi
The Hawai‘i Food & Wine Festival has
quickly grown into a world-class event for
epicureans around the globe. In honor of its
fifth anniversary, the Festival has published
a cookbook that serves not only as a great
addition to any foodie’s library but also as a
physical testament to the Festival’s goal of
promoting local sourcing and sustainability.
In addition to a collection of signature recipes more than 30 of the Festival’s headlining chefs, this cookbook also features their
stories of local sourcing, sustainability and
community engagement as they explore the
bounty found in their backyards—whether
it’s the bayous of Louisiana, a farm in Japan
or a fishpond on O‘ahu.

NOW HEAR THIS
Ku‘u Pua Sakura, $13.98, Mountain Apple By Hoku Zuttermeister
Hawai‘i musician Hoku Zuttermeister celebrates his family’s rich hula tradition in his second
album. Collected here are some of his favorite mele (songs) for hula and others he’s learned
through the years, from Hawaiian music luminaries such as Frank Kawaikapuokalani Hewett,
Al Makahinu “Pops” Bacarse and Chad Takatsugi. Standout tunes include Kaulana Ni‘ihau,
‘Ohelo Beauty and the title song, Ku‘u Pua Sakura, which he wrote for his mother.
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Since he was a youngster, Aaron Lau has admired
artisan woodworking. “I liked working with wood
because my grandfather would let me hammer nails
and help with sanding,” he explains. “Then when I was
in intermediate and high school, I used to build skate
board ramps and other things.”
The importance and utility of a good ramp notwithstanding, Lau’s projects these days are much more
elegant. Opened in 2002, the former financial exec’s Lau
Lau Woodworks and Simply Wood Studios features his
own creations and those of other local artisans.
In addition to beautiful wood bowls and keepsake
boxes, his shops also showcase a specialty of his: Hawaiian koa wood pens. Lau was the first artist to create
his pens using a variety of inlays. “I started making
pens after reading a two-page article in a woodworking
magazine,” he recalls. “Then I taught myself the rest. I
starting making inlayed pens with the regular koa pens
weren’t selling.” His pens are all
handcrafted in Hawai‘i and UV
coated to protect the finish.
Offered fountain, ballpoint,
pencil, rollerball, cigar- and
slim barrel styles, Simply
Wood Studios offers an exquisite writing instrument
for everyone.
Not sure what you want? Lau has some advice:
follow your heart. “[People] should be looking at what
speaks to them and how it feels in the hand,” he says.
“As for everything else in my galleries, wood and art will
just grab you.”
As for what holds Lau’s heart, it’s his pens. “I
still love creating pens after 14 years,” he says. “I love
working with wood because you don’t know what the
finished product will look like. I like the warmth and
depth of koa in particular—it’s my favorite wood by far.”
Lau sources his koa from scraps and reclaimed
wood. For premium selections, he goes to his sources
on Hawai‘i Island.
Lau’s Simply Wood Studios, with three locations on O‘ahu, including his original location at 932
Kapahulu Ave., features his works as well as those of
other Hawai‘i artisans. “We are tremendously focused
on giving the local art and craft community a place to
sell their products,” he says. “We have so many talented
artisans here in Hawai‘i, and we need to share their art
with the rest of the world.” simplywoodstudios.com

Off the beaten
path is where you
experience the
exceptional.
Venture to the Paradise Cove Lū‘au
in Ko‘olina and enjoy a Hawaiian
experience that is truly exceptional.
More than a lū‘au … from a lei
greeting to an incomparable beachside
setting, from Hawaiian games of skill
to live music, from hula lessons to
a hukilau on the beach. All topped
off by a stunning sunset backdrop,
deliciously authentic Hawaiian food
and colorful entertainment from
across the Pacific.

For reservations and additional information,
please call 800-775-2683 or 808-842-5911.
www.paradisecove.com

www.paradisecove.com

/ParadiseCoveLuau

@ParadiseCoveHI

WINE 101
BY ROBERTO VIERNES, MASTER SOMMELIER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS McDONOUGH

With Our Complements
Pairing prawns with the perfect wine is easy—
with the help of an expert

I

The Kahala has
just the right wine to
pair with Hoku’s classic
offerings—
Chinese-style, deepfried prawns and red
wine teriyaki prawns.
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have loved
prawns for
as long as I can
remember. When I
was younger, I recall
traveling on the road
leading up to the North
Shore of O‘ahu, looking out
the backdoor window as we passed
the trucks serving prawns. My mother used to
buy them fresh from a local seafood purveyor in
Kalihi and boil them in a simple stew with ginger,
tomatoes, onions and just a squeeze of lemon.
Today, I go out of my way to find them on menus.
Throughout adulthood, I have been looking for
the ideal wine pairing with prawns, and I think I
have come close.
Prawns are larger fresh water shrimp with
a flavor much like lobster. The texture of the
meat is also almost identical, but to me, the
flavor can be more impactful and intense. It also
has slightly more umami to it. Prawn preparations can range from straightforward stews to
fried delicacies powdered with salt and spices.
The beauty of prawns—as it is with lobster—is
its ability to be a vehicle for flavor. The sauce
or spices are transferred to our senses via this
delicious freshwater creature. And it is this
versatility on the plate that can open up so many
different possibilities when it comes to pairing it
with wine.
Chinese-style fried, salted and peppered—
this is one of my favorite dishes for prawns. I
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prefer it served with a little heat; whole chilies in
the wok are my friend, although not too much.
My strongest recommendation for an offering
such as this is an off-dry Riesling, particularly
from Germany. Riesling can range from being
bone-dry to liquorously sweet, but the attributes
you’re looking for here are the lightness and airiness of the wine, combined with relatively lower
alcohol content and a hint of sweetness. The
sweetness counteracts the heat, and it also plays
a wonderful foil for the saltiness. Riesling also
carries a high intrinsic acidity, which is a booster
for refreshing the palate, making each bite taste
like the first. Arguably, Germany makes the finest
Rieslings in the world. The Kabinett level Riesling
is perfection with this dish and producers like
Dönnhoff, Gunderloch and Fritz Haag are a few
of my personal notables.
Some say that the best way to have prawns
is in its most naked form as with sushi or sashimi.
When the prawn is of the highest quality that is
hard to argue. With just a touch of soy sauce and
wasabi root, there is only one wine choice for
me—Champagne. It not only exemplifies class
and luxury, it is plays a wonderful harmony of aromas and flavors on the table. It possesses plenty of
citrus notes along with mineral complexities that
no other wine enjoys. Most drinkers are unaware,
but Champagne also has some residual sugar in
it. This is called dosage in French. If it were not
for the dosage, Champagne may very well be too
acrid and/or dry to drink with pleasure. This wonderful amalgam of flavors, acidity and background

touch of sweetness makes a wonderful canvas for
the prawn’s delicate flavors to come forward.
Texturally, Champagne is also the ultimate
palate cleanser with its refined bubbles. There
are so many superior Champagne marques to
be enjoyed—Louis Roederer, Moet et Chandon,
Veuve Clicquot and the like. But there is also a
select set of artisanal producers that are worth
knowing: Paul Bara and Gaston Chiquet—just
two leading lights.
Grilled prawns is another favorite dish of
mine. The smokiness of the fire is transferred
through the shell and into the meat. Sauces and
spices can be added afterward, but I’m partial
to a simple squeeze of lemon, perhaps a dash
of herbs and a drizzle of olive oil. One might
think oaked Chardonnay with its vanilla, oaky,
toasted character might be best. I agree with
Chardonnay but of the unoaked ilk. I prefer
Chablis, to be more exact. Chablis is a special
expression of Chardonnay grown on ancient
chalky limestone soils. It exudes a special minerality in the nose of seashells and oysters. This
sea spray of aroma lends itself to the smokiness
of the prawn, and the vibrant green acidity acts
like another splash of lemon as it marries in the
palate. William Fèvre, Raveneau and Dauvissat
are some of the finest you will come across.
The perfect pairing can be elusive, but those
succulent prawn morsels will reward your taste
buds even more with the right kind of wine.
All wine selections mentioned in this feature are available
at The Kahala Hotel & Resort’s dining establishments.
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An Insider’s Streamlined
Guide to Paradise

THE OUT OF TOWNER

Lynne Hanzawa
O’Neill

She’s ruled NYFW runways, been portrayed
on SATC by comedienne Margaret Cho and is
nicknamed “The Model Whisperer.” However,
For Lynne Hanzawa O’Neill, Hawai‘i will always be home.
We check in with the doyen of fashion shows about
some of her favorite Hawai‘i haunts.

“For me, Hawai‘i is home and always be. I
was born here and my mom and most of my family is
here, and with time, the connection to family becomes
increasingly important. Hawai‘i is the place that I will
always know, appreciate and love.

Some of my favorite places to meet colleagues are the Plumeria Beach House at
the Kahala Hotel for the ocean view and
great food, where I always feel like I’m on vacation
even while discussing business. And, Town in Kaimuki
is another choice for ‘ono farm-to-table food. Ala
Moana Center also provides many options, but two
of my favorites are Mariposa at Neiman Marcus and
Forty Carrots at Bloomingdale’s, where my friend, chef
Jon Matsubara, has created a unique, local menu.
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When I’m not doing a “working lunch,” my
favorites run the gamut. I like Goma Tei for ramen,

I have a lot of favorite fashion haunts in Honolulu: I love Ala Moana Center, because I learned to

Zippy’s for saimin, MW Restaurant for Hawai‘i Regional Cuisine and Roy’s for my favorite dish, black cod. In Chinatown,
I like Pig and the Lady, Livestock Tavern and Lucky Belly. In
Waikiki, I really enjoy chef Lance Kosaka’s menu at Top of
Waikiki. And, I must add, I have to visit Kuhio Beach Grill in
Waikiki—my 82-year-old mother has worked there for 32
years and is still there today!

shop there; Fighting Eel in Kahala Mall and Chinatown for
T-shirts; for jewelry, I head to Riches in Kahala Mall and
Sand People in Waikiki and at Ala Moana Center; I like
Manuheali‘i for its modern take on Hawai‘i fashion.

I have a hit list of things to do when I’m in
Hawai‘i. For food treats, I head to Liliha Bakery for coco
puffs, Leonard’s Bakery for malasadas and Waiola Shave ice
for the best finely shaved ice and homemade syrup. Other
essentials for me include browsing the local craft fairs for
undiscovered handmade treasures, CookSpace Hawaii for
cooking classes, Greenroom Hawaii for surf-inspired art,
KCC Farmer’s Market for fresh produce, flowers and my
favorite—liliko‘i butter. I’m also at Whole Foods in Kahala
Mall almost every day, I know I’ll always bump into family and
friends there.

I also enjoy attending Hawai‘i Food & Wine
Festival for the annual round-up of great international
chefs and Hawaii International Film Festival (HIFF) for
engaging films that showcase where east meets west.

I also adore shopping in Chinatown—In4mation,
Roberta Oaks, Barrio Vintage and Tin Can Mailman [ for
Hawaiian antiques and collectibles].
My memorable finds include some of my favorite jewelry that’s designed by Leela Blimes
Goldstein of LK Atelier. One in particular is the “Aloha”
necklace in rhinestones.

When I do get some spare time, I love to head
to the beach—Ala Moana or San Souci are my two top
choices. Or, I check out the latest at the museums: Honolulu
Art Museum, Spalding House, Bishop Museum and Doris
Duke’s Shangri La.
This page, from top: ‘Aloha’

necklace designed by Leela
Blimes Goldstein of LK Atelier;
Roberta Oaks boutique in
downtown Honolulu; “Aloha
Bus” by Sho Watanabe, available at Greenroom Hawaii.

“THE CLIMATE
AND NATURAL
BEAUTY AFFORD
A CALMER PACE
THAT BALANCES
THE OFTEN HARRIED ONE ASSOCIATED WITH
MY HOME BASE,
NEW YORK. …
BEING HOME
ALLOWS ME TO
RECHARGE MY
ALOHA SPIRIT.”
-LYNNE HANZAWA O’NEILL

Opposite page: O’Neill
moves a mile a minute during New York Fashion Week
where she produces and
directs shows. This page
(below): Kaimuki boutique
Sugarcane offers decorative wares, knickknacks and
other curious finds.

THE SHORT

NEIGHBORHOOD
WATCH: KAIMUKI
One of O‘ahu’s trendiest neighborhoods is also
one of its oldest. Here, mid-century buildings and meet 21st century offerings—with a
Hawai‘i twist. Great eats include Koko Head
Café for its brunch offerings or The Curb for
a quick coffee run. Those who like to linger
will like the atmosphere at Coffee Talk. Come
lunchtime, head to The Medley or Kaimuki
Superette for a sandwich or salad. Get your

plate lunch fix at St. Louis Drive In or Fresh
Catch (get the seared ‘ahi!). Town is perfect
for a sit-down lunch with friends or business
associates. Come sundown, offerings such
as 12th Ave Grill and Café Miro make for
great dinner settings. If you only have time
for drinks, Avenue’s Bar + Eatery and Mud
Hen Water are great options. Wanna take it
to go? Tamura’s is a great place to get poke
and some wine or beer to go with it. Eclectic
shopping abounds in Kaimuki as well. Bead
It! offers an assortment of beading supplies to

LiST
help you create your own keepsake.
Shop Toast offers up creative packaging
options. At Sugarcane, you’ll find uncommon products created by artists from Hawai‘i.
And, for a unique taste of the islands, head to
Crack Seed Store, with its apothecary jars
filled with an array of treats both old-style
(li hing mui) and new (gummy worms).
kaimukihawaii.com
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EAT AND GREET:
Whether for business or pleasure, there’s always that ideal place
to have your next meal.
MORNING MEETING:

1

2

1. Tucker & Bevvy’s Tim
Tam waffles. 2. Mojo
Barbershop. 3. Aloha
Collections’ wet-dry
pouch and hair care
from Malie Organics.

3

Tucker & Bevvy Breakfast
tuckerandbevvy.com
The Kapahulu breakfast joint
not only has parking in the same
building, it also takes reservations
during weekdays. The only thing
you have to worry about is making sure you have your notes with
you and whether to order roast
beef hash or the Tim Tam waﬄes.

COFFEE BREAK: Brue Bar
bruebar.com
With two locations in downtown
and one at Ward Warehouse,
an expertly brewed Americano
isn’t too hard to come by. Word
of warning—the cozy digs at the
Ward locale will tempt you to
linger—and make you late for your
next appointment.
BUSINESS LUNCH:
Pineapple Room
alanwongs.com
If the aloha shirt-clad crowd
doesn’t make you feel like talking
shop over an “Old Fashion” burger
is acceptable, the fact that the Alan

BRING IT!
VOG OIL

Wong-owned establishment has
garnered awards year after year as
the best place to do lunch should.

LOOK THE PART:

DINNER TO IMPRESS:

STRAIGHT RAZOR SHAVE

Le Bistro
Niu Valley Shopping Center,
(808) 373-7990
Who needs a website when word-ofmouth keeps this intimate restaurant
at capacity almost every single night?
More of an institution than a restaurant, its French-inspired fare has made
it the go-to venue for special occasions
for years.

With an old-school cool vibe, the folks at Mojo
Barbershop pride themselves on giving their
clients plenty of TLC—in a Mad Men sort of
way. Their straight razor shave isn’t for those in
rush—the traditional treatment lasts 45 minutes, complete with hot towel and lather.
mojobarbershop.com

MEAL FOR ONE: Puka’s at
Whole Foods Market
wholefoodsmarket.com
The friendly atmosphere at this
neighborhood haunt makes dining
solo fun. The casual eatery has
plenty of seating by the bar, or
you can snag a table outside and
people-watch to your heart’s content. Naturally, Puka’s uses Whole
Foods-caliber ingredients, so if you
want to know which farm your
veggies came from, the server will
certainly be able to tell you.

GREAT ALOHA SHIRT
Tori Richard has done an
impeccable job with designing
aloha shirts for more modern sensibilities. Shops have plenty of patterns to
choose from, in fabrics that are ideal for
warm climes and those inevitable voggy
days. toririchard.com

KILLER OXFORDS
One man’s obsession is another man’s dream
shoe boutique. Leather Soul owner Tom Park
takes his love (and good taste) for footwear and
shares it with his customers. From Alden to John
Lobb, Park and his team are more than happy
to give you a crash course on what real shoes
should be like. “We want to share our passion for
quality footwear to each person who walks in
the door,” says Park.
leathersoul.com

(smart goodies to have handy in Hawaii)
WATER TIGHT CONTAINER

Oil Miracles Hawaii’s all-natural therapeutic essential
oil roller, Vog Relief Roller helps fight allergy symptoms
caused by vog (volcanic fog). Simply roll on the soles
of the feet, along sinuses, chest and throat as needed.
omhawaii.net
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Polish your look from head to toe.
Here’s where to go for...
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Stay dry with Aloha Collections wet-dry pouches.
Perfect for transporting toiletries or that wet bikini and
stylish enough to use as your carryall clutch.
aloha-colleciton.com

ANTI-FRIZZ
Humidity does nothing for your hairstyle. Tame unruly
frizz with something like Malie Organics’ botanical
conditioners and beauty oils in subtle fragrances such
as Plumeria, Mango Nectar and Koke‘e. malie.com

With Honolulu’s newest fleet of luxury vehicles, including Oahu’s
largest chauffeured fleet of Mercedes Benz, Carey Honolulu is Hawaii’s recognized leader in chauffeured transportation. From Airport
Transfers and Dinner Charters to Meeting & Event Transportation, our
fleet of Sedans, SUVs, Limos and Luxury Vans stands ready to assist
you with all your chauffeured transportation needs in Honolulu.
All of Carey Honolulu’s vehicles come equipped with complimentary Apple iPads, free in-car WIFI and Fiji waters. Carey Honolulu also

features exclusive vehicle access at the Honolulu International Airport
with complimentary gate greets and airport club access for our arriving clients. In addition to our unparalleled luxury vehicles and amenities, Carey Honolulu proudly features Hawaii’s most professional and
reliable chauffeurs.
For Reservations and Information on Carey Honolulu Chauffeured
Services, please contact us at info@careyhonolulu.com or 888-405-1792

Carey is the exclusive chauffeured transportation provider for many of Honolulu’s most prestigious
hotels and resorts, and has operations in over 570 cities worldwide.

LAST DAY
WAIKIKI AQUARIUM BY DAVID MURPHEY

“...THE JELLYFISH WERE ALSO MESMERIZING. TIME WOULD
JUST SLIP BY WHILE WATCHING THEM DANCE IN THE DARKNESS
OF THEIR AQUARIUM.”
—Photographer DAVID MURPHEY / davidmurphey.com
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MORE THAN 340 STORES AND RESTAURANTS INCLUDING
BLOOMINGDALE’S
HERMÈS

•

•

BOSS HUGO BOSS

LONGINES

PORSCHE DESIGN

•

ROLEX

•

•

BOTTEGA VENETA

LOUIS VUITTON

MACY’S

•

•

Mon-Sat 9:30am to 9pm Sun 10am to 7pm

•

•

CH CAROLINA HERRERA

MIU MIU

TED BAKER LONDON

•

ST. JOHN

•

•

•

NEIMAN MARCUS

THE ART OF SHAVING

AlaMoanaCenter.com

•

•

•

CHANEL BOUTIQUE

NORDSTROM

TIFFANY & CO.

•

•

•

PIERRE MARCOLINI
VERSACE

•

808.955.9517

•

FREE WI-FI

•

808.955.9517

•

FREE WI-FI

Your GGP Shopping Destination
Mon-Sat 9:30am to 9pm Sun 10am to 7pm

•

AlaMoanaCenter.com

HARRY WINSTON

•

& MANY MORE

LOCAVORE
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WELCOME
BY NADINE KAM
PHOTOS BY NAME NAME

キッチン・コンフィデンシャル
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FINE PURSUITS

1

アイランド・
ビジョナリー

4

3

2
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注目のカカオ
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バーを楽しむ

ファーマーズ
マーケットへ行こう

FINE PURSUITS

5

知覚の対象

8

アート散歩

10

7

マスター・オブ・ザ・
ハウス：アーロン・
パディラ

9
6

街角の新フラッグ
シップショップ

ザ・プロフェッショ
ナルズ

華麗なる冒険の
旅へ
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WELL + GOOD
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